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Rafa My Story
Since 2004, two names have dominated men’s tennis: Rafael Nadal and Roger Federer. Each player is legendary in his own right.
The Spanish Nadal is the winner of sixteen Grand Slam titles, including five consecutive French Open singles titles from
2010-2014, and is the only player ever to win a Grand Slam for ten straight years. Federer, from Switzerland, has spent over three
hundred weeks of his career ranked as the number-one player in the world and has won twenty Grand Slam titles and two Olympic
medals. But neither player’s career would have been nearly as successful without the decade-long rivalry that pushed them to rise
to the peak of tennis excellence. Nadal and Federer have met thirty-eight times over the course of their careers, and have shared
the distinction of being ranked the two best players in the world for an astounding six years in a row from 2005-2009. In Roger
Federer and Rafael Nadal, international sports journalist Sebastian Fest uses information gleaned from his numerous interviews
with both players over the last decade to narrate the rivalry, and its impact not only on the players, but on the sport itself.
Documenting their respective wins and losses, hopes and disappointments, and relationships with their rivals, Fest formulates a
unique biography of two of the greatest players of tennis. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, is proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in sports—books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college
basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team. In addition to books on popular team sports, we also
publish books for a wide variety of athletes and sports enthusiasts, including books on running, cycling, horseback riding,
swimming, tennis, martial arts, golf, camping, hiking, aviation, boating, and so much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
A fableistic, "beautifully crafted, poetic" debut novel of enormous power and grace about a sister trying to hold back her brother
from the edge of the abyss for readers of Jesmyn Ward and Tommy Orange (The New York Times Book Review). In the tourist
town of Ciudad de Tres Hermanas, in the aftermath of their mother's passing, two siblings spend a final weekend together in their
childhood home. Seeing her brother, Rafa, careening toward a place of no return, Rufina devises a bet: if they can make enough
money performing for privileged tourists in the plaza over the course of the weekend to afford a plane ticket out, Rafa must commit
to living. If not, Rufina will make her peace with Rafa's own plan for the future, however terrifying it may be. As the siblings reckon
with generational and ancestral trauma, set against the indignities of present-day prejudice, other strange hauntings begin to stalk
these pages: their mother's ghost kicks her heels against the walls; Rufina's vanished child creeps into her arms at night; and
above all this, watching over the siblings, a genderless, flea-bitten angel remains hell-bent on saving what can be saved.
"First published in Great Britain in 2015 by Yellow Jersey Press"--Title page verso.
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER Far more than a superb memoir about the highest levels of professional tennis, Open is the
engrossing story of a remarkable life. Andre Agassi had his life mapped out for him before he left the crib. Groomed to be a tennis
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champion by his moody and demanding father, by the age of twenty-two Agassi had won the first of his eight grand slams and
achieved wealth, celebrity, and the game’s highest honors. But as he reveals in this searching autobiography, off the court he was
often unhappy and confused, unfulfilled by his great achievements in a sport he had come to resent. Agassi writes candidly about
his early success and his uncomfortable relationship with fame, his marriage to Brooke Shields, his growing interest in
philanthropy, and—described in haunting, point-by-point detail—the highs and lows of his celebrated career.
DIV At the age of sixteen, Monica Seles crashed on to the world tennis scene by becoming the youngest winner in French Open
History. For three years, she dominated the tennis circuit, racking up eight Grand Slam titles, winning three back-to-back French
Open titles. At post-match conferences she charmed the media with her trademark giggle. In January 1993, Seles defeated Steffi
Graf in the Australian WomenÕs Open and in April of that year, while playing a quarter-final in Hamburg, a boning knife was
plunged between her shoulder blades by a Graff fan. Everything changed. The incident shocked the tennis world. SelesÕ injuries
healed, but Seles did not. Now, in this compelling book she tells us in her own words what followed - years of seclusion, the fog of
despair, binge eating, dealing with criticism about her weight from a brutal press, losing her fatherÐcoach to cancer and never
regaining her dominance on court despite getting in to the top 10. After years battling to regain fitness and tennis glory, an
excruciating injury forced Monica to take time off from tennis in 2003 and she embarked on her own journey. She abandoned the
arduous workouts and punitive diets, and slowly uncovered the painful emotions behind years of tumultuous feelings. This is a
human and inspiring story of determination, amazing talent and touching vulnerability, that Seles hopes will motivate and inspire
others to find happiness in their own lives. Monica Seles is a former No 1 professional tennis player who became the youngestever champion at the French Open in 1990 and went on to win nine Grand Slam singles titles. In 2007, she was appointed
goodwill ambassador for the UNÕs Global Sports for Peace and Development Initiative. /div
The executive editor of Sports Illustrated offers an in-depth analysis and behind-the-scenes look at the historic 2008 match
between tennis titans. In the 2008 Wimbledon men’s final, Centre Court was a stage set worthy of Shakespearean drama. Fivetime champion Roger Federer was on track to take his rightful place as the most dominant player in the history of the game. He
just needed to cling to his trajectory. So, in the last few moments of daylight, Centre Court witnessed a coronation. Only it wasn’t a
crowning for the Swiss heir apparent but for a swashbuckling Spaniard. Twenty-two-year-old Rafael Nadal prevailed, in five sets,
in what was, according to the author, “essentially a four-hour, forty-eight-minute infomercial for everything that is right about
tennis—a festival of skill, accuracy, grace, strength, speed, endurance, determination, and sportsmanship.” It was also the
encapsulation of a fascinating rivalry, hard fought and of historic proportions. In the tradition of John McPhee’s classic Levels of
the Game, Strokes of Genius deconstructs this defining moment in sport, using that match as the backbone of a provocative,
thoughtful, and entertaining look at the science, art, psychology, technology, strategy, and personality that go into a single tennis
match. With vivid, intimate detail, Wertheim re-creates this epic battle in a book that is both a study of the mechanics and art of the
game and the portrait of a rivalry as dramatic as that of Ali–Frazier, Palmer–Nicklaus, and McEnroe–Borg. “Deftly touches on all
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the defining factors of contemporary tennis.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Illuminates a kingdom changing hands. An engrossing
book.” —Bud Collins
THE ONLY OFFICIAL RONDA ROUSEY BOOK “The fight is yours to win.” In this inspiring and moving book, Ronda Rousey, the
Olympic medalist in judo, reigning UFC women's bantamweight champion, and Hollywood star charts her difficult path to glory.
Marked by her signature charm, barbed wit, and undeniable power, Rousey’s account of the toughest fights of her life—in and
outside the Octagon—reveals the painful loss of her father when she was eight years old, the intensity of her judo training, her
battles with love, her meteoric rise to fame, the secret behind her undefeated UFC record, and what it takes to become the
toughest woman on Earth. Rousey shares hard-won lessons on how to be the best at what you do, including how to find fulfillment
in the sacrifices, how to turn limitations into opportunities, and how to be the best on your worst day. Packed with raw emotion,
drama, and wisdom, this is an unforgettable book by one of the most remarkable women in the world.
Spanish tennis legend Rafael Nadal was 19 years and two days old when he won the 2005 French Open in his very first
appearance at the event. A left-hander with a booming forehand, Nadal had been known as a clay-court specialist since playing
his first pro tournaments in 2001. His aggressive style, flowing hair, and muscular build have made him a fan favorite as well. He
won his first singles title in 2004, and had a breakout season in 2005, winning at Monte Carlo, Rome, Barcelona, and Stuttgart as
well as at Roland Garros. He won the French Open again in 2006, 2007, and 2008, defeating rival Roger Federer in the final each
time. In 2008 he broke through at Wimbledon, beating Federer to win the men's singles title in a spectacular fashion. Here is his
unbelievable story.
A champion tennis player reveals his dietary secret to optimum fitness, providing weekly menus, mindful eating tips, and recipes to
support a gluten-free lifestyle.
In No Limits, Michael Phelps - perhaps the greatest Olympic competitor the world has ever seen - will show us the secrets to his
remarkable success, from training to execution. Behind his tally of Olympic gold medals - more than any athlete throughout history
- lies a consistent approach to competition, a determination to win, mental preparation, and a straightforward passion for his sport.
One of his mottos is 'Performance is Reality', and it typifies his attitude about swimming. No Limits goes behind the scenes to
explore the hard work, sacrifice, and dedication that catapulted Phelps into the international spotlight. Phelps will share remarkable
anecdotes about family, his coach, his passion for the sport, and the wisdom that he has gained from unexpected challenges and
obstacles. Highlighting memorable races and valuable lessons from throughout his career, Phelps offers candid insight into the
mind and experiences of a world champion. No Limits will inspire anyone to follow their passion straight to the finish line.
FEDERER is almost universally recognised as the greatest tennis player of all time; he might also be the greatest athlete. Adored
around the world, Federer has become one of sport's most iconic and popular figures. In this innovative graphic biography,
Federer's genius is explored and celebrated like never before, with beautiful infographics looking at his serving patterns, the speed
of his shots, the spin he generates, his movement, as well as his performance in high-pressure situations such as tiebreaks and
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Grand Slam finals. Federer's astonishing records - no man has won more majors, or spent more weeks as the world number one are also showcased against his rivals and the legends of the game. Drawing on his conversations with Federer, as well as
exclusive interviews with those close to the Swiss, Mark Hodgkinson tells the story of how a young hothead from Basel
transformed himself into a calm and poised athlete who came to dominate tennis. And who, while deep in his thirties, has
continued to seek improvements, to challenge men many years younger than him and to contend for the sport's biggest prizes.
The infographics, stunning photography and insight and analysis - from Federer's rivals, idols, coaches and members of his inner
circle - will give you a new appreciation of his greatness and how his tennis has moved so many people.
The Sunday Times bestselling autobiography from the greatest tennis player of his generation 'A winner' Independent 'A terrific
sporting memoir, full of memorable anecdotes' New Statesman 'As exciting as Rafa himself' Woman's Own No tennis player since
Andre Agassi has captivated the world like Rafael Nadal. He's a rarity in today's sporting arena - a true sportsman who chooses to
let his raw talent, dedication and humility define him. With a remarkable 16 grand slam victories under his belt, and with friend and
rival Roger Federer's record haul of 20 in his sights, Nadal is an extraordinary competitor whose ferocity on court is made even
more remarkable by his grace off it. This book takes us to the heart of Nadal's childhood, his growth as a player, and his incredible
career. It includes memorable highs and lows, from victory in the 2008 Wimbledon final - a match that John McEnroe called the
'greatest game of tennis ever played' - to the injury problems that have frequently threatened his dominance of the sport, to
becoming the youngest player of the open era to complete a career Grand Slam in 2010. It transports us from Nadal's lifelong
home on the island of Majorca to the locker room of Centre Court as he describes in detail the pressures of competing in the
greatest tournament in the world. It offers a glimpse behind the racquet to learn what really makes this intensely private person who has never before talked about his home life - tick. And it provides us with a story that is personal, revealing and every bit as
exciting as Nadal himself.
Presents a collection of stories that explores the heartbreak and radiance of love as it is shaped by passion, betrayal, and the
echoes of intimacy.
"Illuminate[s] the lives behind the current debates about Latino immigration." —The New York Times Book Review When fifteenyear-old Maribel Rivera sustains a terrible injury, the Riveras leave behind a comfortable life in Mexico and risk everything to come
to the United States so that Maribel can have the care she needs. Once they arrive, it’s not long before Maribel attracts the
attention of Mayor Toro, the son of one of their new neighbors, who sees a kindred spirit in this beautiful, damaged outsider. Their
love story sets in motion events that will have profound repercussions for everyone involved. Here Henríquez seamlessly
interweaves the story of these star-crossed lovers, and of the Rivera and Toro families, with the testimonials of men and women
who have come to the United States from all over Latin America. The Book of Unknown Americans is a stunning novel of hopes
and dreams, guilt and love—a book that offers a resonant new definition of what it means to be American. Named a New York
Times and Washington Post Notable Book, an NPR Great Read, The Daily Beast's Novel of the Year, and a Mother Jones,
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Oprah.com, School Library Journal, and BookPage Best Book of the Year
A major biography of the greatest men's tennis player of the modern era. There have been other biographies of Roger Federer, but
never one with this kind of access to the man himself, his support team, and the most prominent figures in the game, including
such rivals as Rafael Nadal, Novak Djokovic, and Andy Roddick. In The Master, New York Times correspondent Christopher
Clarey sits down with Federer and those closest to him to tell the story of the greatest player in men's tennis. Roger Federer has
often made it look astonishingly easy through the decades: carving backhands, gliding to forehands, leaping for overheads and, in
his most gravity-defying act, remaining high on a pedestal in a world of sports rightfully flooded with cynicism. But his path from
temperamental, bleach-blond teenager with dubious style sense to one of the greatest, most self-possessed and elegant of
competitors has been a long-running act of will, not destiny. He not only had a great gift. He had grit. Christopher Clarey, one of
the top international sportswriters working today, has covered Federer since the beginning of his professional career. He was in
Paris on the Suzanne Lenglen Court for Federer's first Grand Slam match and has interviewed him exclusively more than any
other journalist since his rise to prominence. Here, Clarey focuses on the pivotal people, places, and moments in Federer's long
and rich career: reporting from South Africa, South America, the Middle East, four Grand Slam tournaments, and Federer's native
Switzerland. It has been a journey like no other player's, rife with victories and a few crushing defeats, one that has redefined
enduring excellence and made Federer a sentimental favorite worldwide. The Master tells the story of Federer's life and career on
both an intimate and grand scale, in a way no one else could possibly do.
For the Anfield faithful, Jamie Carragher represents everything that is great about Liverpool Football Club, prompting the Kop to
sing 'we all dream of a team of Carraghers'. The club's vice-captain, longest-serving player and one of a select band of players to
have made more than 500 appearances for the Reds, Carra never gives less than 100 per cent for the cause. He is the
embodiment of old-fashioned football values - a rarity in the modern game - honest and uncompromising. In Carra: My
Autobiography, the Liverpool defender takes us deep into the heart of Anfield, into the club's past glories and its uncertain future.
In his typically down-to-earth style, Carra reveals what made him discard his blue Evertonian roots to become a fully fledged Red,
how he mended his wild ways to become a true professional and a multiple trophy-winner, and the truth about a succession of
managers - Evans, Houllier, Benítez - in the hottest seat in football. A Scouser through and through, Carra also has some forthright
views on the England team, and tells why he rejected calls to return to the international fold. Full of sensational stories and
controversial opinions, of glory and heartbreak on and off the pitch, Carra: My Autobiography is a football book unlike any other.
The authentic voice of Anfield, Carra is one of the Bootroom Boys in true Liverpool tradition, and is as committed on the page as in
every game he has played.
The autobiography of the fastest man of all time and a superstar whose talent and charisma have made him one of the most famous people
on the planet.
Gabriela Stefan Sabbioni showed up uninvited in my bedroom on my sixteenth birthday. He stood in the shadows smelling of whiskey and
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death and wrapped a broken, blood-crusted necklace around my neck. I thought he’d strangle me with it. That night, he left a message for
my father. He said he’d be back to take something precious. I never delivered that message, though. I wonder if things would be different if I
had because now, two years later, he’s back. And he’s not hiding in any shadows. He’s come to make good on his promise. He’s back to
take that something precious. Me. Stefan Marchese is the manipulator of my family’s tragedy. I won’t just bring him to his knees. I’ll bury
him for what he did. Taking his daughter is only the beginning. I’ll do it knowing I’m starting a war. I’ll do it knowing my enemies will become
his allies. They’ll stop at nothing to destroy me and he’ll stop at nothing to get her back. I’ve never shied away from war, though. I’m not
one to play nice and I don’t share my toys. I’ll demolish you if you touch what’s mine. And she is most definitely mine.
From American Book Award-winning author Ana Castillo comes a suspenseful, moving novel about a sensuous, smart, and fiercely
independent woman. Eking out a living as a teacher’s aide in a small New Mexican border town, Tía Regina is also raising her teenage
nephew, Gabo, a hardworking boy who has entered the country illegally and aspires to the priesthood. When Gabo’s father, Rafa,
disappears while crossing over from Mexico, Regina fears the worst. After several days of waiting and with an ominous phone call from a
woman who may be connected to a smuggling ring, Regina and Gabo resolve to find Rafa. Help arrives in the form of Miguel, an amorous,
recently divorced history teacher; Miguel’s gregarious abuelo Milton; a couple of Gabo’s gangbanger classmates; and a priest of wayward
faith. Though their journey is rife with challenges and danger, it will serve as a remarkable testament to family bonds, cultural pride, and the
human experience Praise for The Guardians NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE “An always
skilled storyteller, [Castillo] grounds her writing in . . . humor, love, suspense and heartache–that draw the reader in.” –Chicago Sunday SunTimes “A rollicking read, with jokes and suspense and joy rides and hearts breaking . . . This smart, passionate novel deserves a wide
audience.” –Los Angeles Times “What drives the novel is its chorus of characters, all, in their own way, witnesses and guardian angels. In
the end, Castillo’s unmistakable voice–earthy, impassioned, weaving a ‘hybrid vocabulary for a hybrid people’–is the book’s greatest
revelation.” –Time Out New York “A wonderful novel . . . Castillo’s most important accomplishment in The Guardians is to give a unique
literary voice to questions about what makes up a ‘family.’ ” –El Paso Times “A moving book that is both intimate and epic in its narrative.”
–Oscar Hijuelos, author of The Mambo Kings Play Songs of Love
Test of Valor: A Novel
Thanks to his modest personality, from an early age the great tennis player Rafa Nadal discovered what really matters, and the values that
would be the guiding principles for his life. Guided Reading Level: P, Lexile Level: 930L
The Sunday Times bestseller Judy Murray provides the ultimate insight into life with her tennis champion sons Andy and Jamie. What
happens when you find you have exceptional children? Do you panic? Put your head in the sand? Or risk everything and jump in head first?
As mother to tennis champions Jamie and Andy Murray, Scottish National Coach, coach of the Fed Cup, and general all-round can-do
woman of wonder, Judy Murray is the ultimate role model for believing in yourself and reaching out to ambition. As a parent, coach, leader,
she is an inspiration who has revolutionised British tennis. From the soggy community courts of Dunblane to the white heat of Centre Court at
Wimbledon, Judy Murray’s extraordinary memoir charts the challenges she has faced, from desperate finances and growing pains to
entrenched sexism. We all need a story of ‘yes we can’ to make us believe great things are possible. This is that story. Longlisted for the
William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award ‘Quite simply, she is inspirational, passionate and great fun’ Observer
The tennis classic from Olympic gold medalist and ESPN analyst Brad Gilbert, now featuring a new introduction with tips drawn from the
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strategies of Roger Federer, Novak Djokovic, Serena Williams, Andy Murray, and more, to help you outthink and outplay your toughest
opponents A former Olympic medalist and now one of ESPN’s most respected analysts, Brad Gilbert shares his timeless tricks and tips,
including “some real gems” (Tennis magazine) to help both recreational and professional players improve their game. In the new introduction
to this third edition, Gilbert uses his inside access to analyze current stars such as Serena Williams and Rafael Nadal, showing readers how
to beat better players without playing better tennis. Written with clarity and wit, this classic combat manual for the tennis court has become
the bible of tennis instruction books for countless players worldwide.
What makes a champion? What does it take to be the best in the world at your sport? Rafael Nadal has the answers. In his memoir, written
with award-winning journalist John Carlin, he reveals the secrets of his game and shares the inspiring personal story behind his success. It
begins in Mallorca, where the tight-knit Nadal family has lived for generations. Coached by his uncle Toni from the age of four and taught
humility and respect by his parents, Nadal has managed the uncommon feat of becoming an acclaimed global celebrity while remaining a
gracious, hardworking role model for people in all walks of life. Now he takes us behind the scenes, from winning the Wimbledon 2008 finaldescribed by John McEnroe as "the greatest game of tennis" he had ever seen-to the family problems that brought him low in 2009 and the
numerous injuries that have threatened his career. With candor and intelligence, Nadal brings readers on his dramatic and triumphant
journey, never losing sight of the prize he values above all others: the unity and love of his family. From RAFA: "During a match, you are in a
permanent battle to fight back your everyday vulnerabilities, bottle up your human feelings. The more bottled up they are, the greater your
chances of winning, so long as you've trained as hard as you play and the gap in talent is not too wide between you and your rival. The gap in
talent with Federer existed, but it was not impossibly wide. It was narrow enough, even on his favorite surface in the tournament he played
best, for me to know that if I silenced the doubts and fears, and exaggerated hopes, inside my head better than he did, I could beat him. You
have to cage yourself in protective armor, turn yourself into a bloodless warrior. It's a kind of self-hypnosis, a game you play, with deadly
seriousness, to disguise your own weaknesses from yourself, as well as from your rival."
This spooky season, discover a new series for fans of Lemony Snicket, Roald Dahl and the Adams family. Welcome to the world of
Nocturnia, where darkness reigns supreme, glitter is terrifying, and unicorns are the stuff of nightmares starring Amelia Fang, a sparkly little
vampire in a dark and gloomy world. Amelia Fang would much rather hang out with her pet pumpkin Squashy and her friends Florence the
yeti (DON'T CALL HER BEAST!) and Grimaldi the reaper than dance at her parents' annual Barbaric Ball. Then the King's spoiled son
Tangine captures Squashy, Amelia and her friends must escape the party to plan a daring rescue! In their race against time, they begin to
realize things in Nocturnia may not be quite what they seem...
With candor, heart, and intelligence, Rafael Nadal takes readers on his life's dramatic and triumphant journey, never losing sight along the
way of the prize he values above all others: the unity and love of his family. In this memoir, written with award-winning journalist John Carlin,
Nadal, one of the greatest players in the history of tennis, reveals the secrets of his game and shares the inspiring personal story behind his
success. From the Mediterranean island of Mallorca, where he was coached by his uncle Toni from the age of four, to becoming the youngest
professional tennis player ever to win all four Grand Slam titles, Nadal has managed the uncommon feat of being an acclaimed global
celebrity while remaining an unfailingly gracious, relentlessly hardworking role model for people in all walks of life.--From publisher
description.
The tennis star offers a candid account of his athletic career that reveals his rise to fame on the court, his most dramatic on-court moments,
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his famed rivalry with Andre Agassi, and the pressures of and lessons learned about success.
He'd give his life to protect the president's son. But he never expected to risk his heart. Growing up gay in the White House hasn't been easy
for Rafael Castillo. Codenamed "Valor" by the Secret Service, Rafa feels anything but brave as he hides in the closet and tries to stay below
the radar in his last year of college. His father's presidency is almost over, and he just needs to stick to his carefully crafted plan. Once his
family's out of the spotlight, he can be honest with his conservative parents about his sexuality and his dream of being a chef. It's definitely
not part of Rafa's plan to get a new Secret Service agent who's a walking wet dream, but he's made it this long keeping his desires to himself.
Besides, it's not like Shane Kendrick would even look at him twice if it wasn't his job. Shane's worked his way up through the Secret Service
ranks, and while protecting the president's shy, boring son isn't his dream White House assignment, it's an easy enough task since no one
pays Rafa much attention. He discovers there's a vibrant young man beneath the timid public shell, and while he knows Rafa has a crush on
him, he assures himself it's harmless. Shane's never had room for romance in his life, and he'd certainly never cross that line with a
protectee. Keeping Rafa safe at any cost is Shane's mission. But as Rafa gets under his skin, will they both put their hearts on the line? This
gay romance from Keira Andrews is the first part of the Valor duology and features a May-December age difference, Jane Austen levels of
pining, forbidden love against the odds, and of course a happy ending.
Superman. Diesel. The Big Aristotle. Shaq Fu. The Big Daddy. The Big Shaqtus. Wilt Chamberneezy. The Real Deal. The Big Shamrock.
Shaq. You know him by any number of names, and chances are you know all about his legendary basketball career: Shaquille "Shaq" O'Neal
is a four-time NBA champion and a three-time NBA Finals MVP. After being an All-American at Louisiana State University, he was the overall
number one draft pick in the NBA in 1992. In his 19-year career, Shaq racked up 28,596 career points (including 5,935 free throws!), 13,099
rebounds, 3,026 assists, 2,732 blocks, and 15 All-Star appearances. These are statistics that are almost as massive as the man himself. His
presence-both physically and psychologically-made him a dominant force in the game for two decades. But if you follow the game, you also
know that there's a lot more to Shaquille O'Neal than just basketball. Shaq is famous for his playful, and at times, provocative personality. He
is, literally, outsize in both scale and persona. Whether rapping on any of his five albums, challenging celebrities on his hit television show
"Shaq Vs.," studying for his PhD or serving as a reserve police officer, there's no question that Shaq has led a unique and multi-dimensional
life. And in this rollicking new autobiography, Shaq discusses his remarkable journey, including his candid thoughts on teammates and
coaches like Kobe Bryant, Dwyane Wade, LeBron James, Phil Jackson, and Pat Riley. From growing up in difficult circumstances and getting
cut from his high school basketball team to his larger-than-life basketball career, Shaq lays it all out in SHAQ UNCUT: MY STORY.
Prepare to peek into the mind of a champion, known as the most decorated Olympian of all time with 28 medals, including 23 gold, with this
newly updated edition of Michael Phelps’s autobiography, Beneath the Surface. In this candid memoir, Phelps talks openly about his battle
with attention deficit disorder, the trauma of his parents’ divorce, and the challenges that come with being thrust into the limelight. Readers
worldwide will relive all the heart-stopping glory as Phelps completes his journey from the youngest man to ever set a world swimming record
in 2001, to an Olympic powerhouse in 2008, to surpassing the greatest athlete of ancient Greece, Leonidas of Rhodes, with 13 triumphs in
2016. Athletes and fans alike will be fascinated by insights into Phelps’s training, mental preparation, and behind-the-scenes perspective on
international athletic competitions. A chronicle of Phelps’s evolution from awkward teenager to record-breaking powerhouse, Beneath the
Surface is a must-read for any sports fan.
Like so many of her generation, Lwando Xaso came of age alongside the beginnings and growth of South Africa’s constitutional democracy.
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Her journey into adulthood was a radically different one from that of earlier generations, marked by hope that changing perceptions would
usher in a new and free society. Made in South Africa – A Black Woman’s Stories of Rage, Resistance and Progress, is a vibrant collection
of essays in which Lwando examines with incisive clarity some of the events that have shaped her experience of South Africa – a country with
huge potential but weighed down by persistent racism and inequality, cultural appropriation, sexism and corruption, all legacies of a
complicated history. As a young lawyer intent on climbing the corporate ladder, Lwando’s life’s direction was changed by a personal
experience of the oppressive capacity of a supposedly democratic government when it unjustly fired a close family friend and mentor from a
senior government position. She found herself on his legal team and the turmoil the case created within her led her to further her studies in
constitutional law, and to pick up her pen and share with a wider audience her views of what was happening in her beloved country. Her
outlook was further shaped by her experience of clerking at the Constitutional Court for Justice Edwin Cameron, which deepened her respect
for the South African Constitution, and what it really means for a resilient people to strive continually to live up to its moral and legal
standards. Lwando’s writing reflects her unflinching resolve to live according to the precepts of our groundbreaking Constitution and offers a
challenge to all South Africans to believe in and achieve ‘the improbable’.
Learn the Inspiring Story of One of Tennis' Greatest Stars, Novak Djokovic! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device! In
Novak Djokovic: The Inspiring Story of One of Tennis' Greatest Legends, you will learn the inspirational story of one of tennis' premier
legends, Novak Djokovic. Novak Djokovic has come a long way since reaching his first Grand Slam final in the 2007 US Open. There was
little doubt that even in his defeat to fellow legend, Roger Federer, that Djokovic was going to be embarking on an illustrious tennis career. He
has since validated this belief. At the age of twenty-nine, Novak Djokovic is a 12-time Grand Slam champion, and has held the top spot of the
ATP Tour for more than 220 weeks. The most impressive part has been his absolute dominance in the last half decade of tennis, as he has
won multiple Australian Opens, Wimbledons, and US Opens. In this unauthorized biography, we'll explore Djokovic's journey to becoming
one of the greatest, and learn what it has taken him to reach where he is today. Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Early Life and
Childhood Junior Years and Early Career Djokovic's First Major Title, The 2008 Australian Open Years of Dominance and Key Majors Most
Notable Rivalries Djokovic's Personal Life Djokovic's Impact on Tennis and Beyond The Legacy of Novak Djokovic An excerpt from the book:
He is combustible while competitive; temperamental, yet oh so talented. He is prickly, yes, but a definite prodigy. The owner of a
swashbuckling style he has ridden to success. He is controversial at times, sure, but a champion without a doubt. No one word is ever going
to fully fit all of who Novak Djokovic is because the sum of all who he is transcends a mere one-word description. He is one of the greatest
tennis players of his generation who has transcended into being one of the most impactful tennis players of any generation. He has willed
himself from a talented yet scrawny Serbian teenager into a multiple-time Grand Slam winner who has the chance to do the unthinkable surpass Roger Federer's record haul of Grand Slam titles, something once thought impossible for Federer himself to achieve. But how did he
get here from there? How did the tennis player adored by many with chants of "No-le" arrive at the crossroads of greatness in a sport in which
he has shared traits of both its heroes and villains? How has he come to thrive at a time where the division is enjoying some of its greatest
depth of talent in its extensive history? Sacrifices were made by both him and his family. There were the perseverance and persistence to
improve, first to simply be one of the "Big Four" who has defined the current state of men's tennis, and then to hold its throne. There was also
an emotional maturing, one that has created a grounding in both his professional and personal worlds which helped him reach the pinnacle of
his sport as the number one ranked player in the world and stay among its elite for a prolonged period. Tags: novak djokovic, djokovic
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This is a personal account of Pepe's rise to the top of football. From winning the World Cup, FA Cup and European
Championships to the agony of a Champions League final defeat and surviving the off-pitch drama that tore one of the
country's greatest football clubs apart.
From Maria Sharapova, one of our fiercest female athletes, the captivating—and candid—story of her rise from nowhere to
tennis stardom, and the unending fight to stay on top. In 2004, in a stunning upset against the two-time defending
champion Serena Williams, seventeen-year-old Maria Sharapova won Wimbledon, becoming an overnight sensation. Out
of virtual anonymity, she launched herself onto the international stage. “Maria Mania” was born. Sharapova became a
name and face recognizable worldwide. Her success would last: she went on to hold the number-one WTA ranking
multiple times, to win four more Grand Slam tournaments, and to become one of the highest-grossing female athletes in
the world. And then—at perhaps the peak of her career—Sharapova came up against the toughest challenge yet: during
the 2016 Australian Open, she was charged by the ITF with taking the banned substance meldonium, only recently
added to the ITF’s list. The resulting suspension would keep her off the professional courts for fifteen months—a
frighteningly long time for any athlete. The media suggested it might be fateful. But Sharapova’s career has always been
driven by her determination and by her dedication to hard work. Her story doesn’t begin with the 2004 Wimbledon
championship, but years before, in a small Russian town, where as a five-year-old she played on drab neighborhood
courts with precocious concentration. It begins when her father, convinced his daughter could be a star, risked everything
to get them to Florida, that sacred land of tennis academies. It begins when the two arrived with only seven hundred
dollars and knowing only a few words of English. From that, Sharapova scraped together one of the most influential
sports careers in history. Here, for the first time, is the whole story, and in her own words. Sharapova’s is an
unforgettable saga of dedication and fortune. She brings us inside her pivotal matches and illuminates the relationships
that have shaped her—with coaches, best friends, boyfriends, and Yuri, her coach, manager, father, and most dedicated
fan, describing with honesty and affection their oft-scrutinized relationship. She writes frankly about the suspension. As
Sharapova returns to the professional circuit, one thing is clear: the ambition to win that drove her from the public courts
of Russia to the manicured lawns of Wimbledon has not diminished. Sharapova’s Unstoppable is a powerful memoir,
resonant in its depiction of the will to win—whatever the odds.
Roger Federer is a legend not only in the world of tennis but also in the wider sporting arena. With a record-breaking tally
of 16 Grand Slam titles to his name, he shows no sign of slowing down and in 2010 added another Australian Open win
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to his collection, as well as taking the trophy in the end-of-season ATP World Wide Tour Finals in London. This
authoritative and affectionate biography traces the rise of Federer, from his first tentative strokes with a tennis racket to
how he dealt with being sent away to a training academy where he struggled to communicate in a French-speaking part
of Switzerland; and how he handled the sudden death of his first real coach and mentor. It looks at his development as a
sportsman and how he has matured into a family man with his marriage to Mirka Vavrinec and the birth of their twin girls.
It also examines how Roger bounced back from arguably one of the most challenging periods of his career as, following
a serious illness and a dip in form, his run of successive Wimbledon championship wins was ended and he was toppled
from the number one spot by his long-time rival Rafael Nadal. In characteristic style, Federer silenced his critics by
winning the French Open title for the first time, reclaiming his Wimbledon crown and ending 2009 at the number one
position for the fifth time.
TROY DEENEY is best known as Watford FC's captain and a thorn in Arsenal's side. But behind the successful and gritty
football persona is a remarkable story of resilience. In this brutally honest and inspirational memoir, Troy shares what it
was like to grow up on Europe's largest council estate, where his mum worked three jobs and his father, a notorious drug
dealer, was frequently in and out of prison. He shares stories of self-sabotage, from simply not turning up to Aston Villa's
football trials as a teenager, playing while drunk to being imprisoned for affray at the height of his career. But Troy never
gave up, even when it meant playing professional football with an ankle tag. He went on to score 20+ goals in three
successive seasons and became the Club Captain, an FA Cup finalist, promotion winner and Watford's record scorer. He
also became an outspoken player advocate and - in an age of bland footballer interviews - is a sought after voice on
football and footballers today. Engaging, endearing and insightful, this book is where Troy comes to terms with his
turbulent past.
Billionaire casino magnate Rafael “Rafa” Salord is forced to exchange caviar for cowboy boots when he’s sent to “grow
up” and run his father’s newly acquired casino in the middle of nowhere downtown Reno. When he crosses paths with
feisty Destiny Morson, he starts to wonder if that nonsense about love-at-first-sight might actually be true. Maybe it’s
time to trade in his playboy status and bet on something more. Social worker Destiny Morson has always had good
reason for keeping romance at arm’s length. After finding out that her business partner ran off with the community-raised
funds from their non-profit, she's ready to swear off people completely. So when the sexy casino executive seems
interested in helping her with her woes, she can’t help but mistrust his motives, no matter how he makes her burn...
From a night out throwing axes to supporting Destiny’s charity, Rafa stops at nothing to win over the gunshy woman he
can’t get out of his head. He’s determined to break through her tough exterior, and Destiny slowly lets her guard down.
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But after a night of passion in his penthouse suite, things at the casino go sideways for both of them, forcing them to
decide if the past is enough to prevent them from a future together.
From the beloved and award-winning author Junot Díaz, a spellbinding saga of a family’s journey through the New
World. A coming-of-age story of unparalleled power, Drown introduced the world to Junot Díaz's exhilarating talents. It
also introduced an unforgettable narrator— Yunior, the haunted, brilliant young man who tracks his family’s precarious
journey from the barrios of Santo Domingo to the tenements of industrial New Jersey, and their epic passage from hope
to loss to something like love. Here is the soulful, unsparing book that made Díaz a literary sensation.
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